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This half term 10P have been studying Christmas Carol, written by
Charles Dickens in 1843.
We have enjoyed reading an adaptation of the text and have been
looking at the character of Scrooge. In the beginning the pupils
thought he was very mean but were very happy at how he changed
throughout the course of the story thanks to the visits from the three
ghosts.
We have explored some of the emotions behind the characters
and how the Victorians celebrated Christmas.
10P would like to wish everyone a very merry Christmas and hope
that you all have a happy and healthy new year.

Dear families,
At Clarendon we like to celebrate what our students achieve on a daily
basis and therefore you may find your child come home with this sticker
on their jumper.

Do please ask them what they have achieved so they can tell you all
about it.
In school if a student has achieved something amazing they will come and
show a member of the SLT Team, the achievement is recorded in the
achievement book and the student gets praise and a sticker. On Monday
in assembly the student is presented with a certificate celebrating the
achievement within the school community. It is lovely to see how proud
they are to receive an acknowledgement for their hard work.
I am hoping that over the rest of the academic year we can give many
students the opportunity to achieve and be proud of their achievements.
Wishing you a very Merry Christmas
Mrs M van Manen

The Year 10 BTEC Students have been working hard on their first acting
assignment: Harry Potter. They are working from a bespoke script as
each student had a preference of characters they wanted to play. Some
are even playing two parts!
Students have been learning how to run their own rehearsal as well as
learning lines, blocking and character development. We have been
impressed with their level of commitment to the project and their
enthusiasm. Watch this space for more details. The piece should be ready
for 2021.

Autumn/winter Yoga, Movement & Mindfulness at
Clarendon secondary with Mrs Meadows from
Kdyoga. Release the old and welcome the New &
shine bright like the stars you are!
This Autumn term yoga is needed more than ever as the “leaves fall,
releasing the old and welcoming the new year 2021
Every Wednesday I provide Yoga and movement sessions that focus
on the sensory diet bringing the child’s nervous system into
homeostasis through movement, mindfulness and breathing
techniques which can be adapted and used for all children. Quotes
such as “After attending Mrs Meadows sessions the children have
become calmer, more organised, experiencing more self-regulation,
and self-esteem and so much more!” Staff “I am a bright shining
powerful star” Student
Skills for School, Skills for Life
Through the practice of yoga, movement & mindfulness the children
can learn the skills to become more ‘enabled learners,’ which impacts on all areas of the curriculum, at home and beyond! They experience more independence and empowerment and are more relaxed to communicate their needs and wishes.
I am committed to the mental health and wellbeing of our children
and currently working in close collaboration with Mrs Reece (Charge
up programme) & Mr Collins (POP Programme) to help and support
children to identify, understand and regulate their emotions.

The many benefits of Yoga



improving motor planning and control

improved self-awareness emotionally, psychologically, and physically




developing the ability to self-regulate

developing balance, strength, and flexibility

The ability to relax and release tension, fear, and frustration


reducing stress reaction and improving resilience






improving immune function
improving quality and of sleep

enhancing respiratory ability and capacity

enhancing a sense of wellbeing, calm, and peace


enhancing a sense of emotional balance

Continue to sparkle like the bright shining stars you are!

For more information regarding Kdyoga online zoom sessions starting in the
new year or to Sign up your child for the online Christmas yoga and dance
party on Tuesday 22nd December contact Kelly for more details on :
info@kdyoga.co.uk

Namaste

Art and Design KS3 & 4
Our talented artists have blown away the winter and pandemic blues
this term by producing amazing work based on tone and colour. They
were inspired by the still life paintings of Paul Cezanne and the
dynamic landscapes of the German Expressionists who believed that
in nature, light created colour while in their paintings, colour created
the light.

Santa calling...
78O received a very exciting virtual call this month! It was none other than Father
Christmas!
A BIG thank you to Mrs Swarte for organising this magical message!

On Monday 14th December we had our first Mental Fitness Themed day at
Clarendon School and what a day it was!
We started off the day with an assembly
introducing the theme of our day ‘ Friend or
Foe’. We explored why it is important to have
good mental health and what you can do to
maintain good mental health.
Our day was based around questions such
as ‘ What are the qualities of a good friend?
Can you be your own best friend? What is a
good friend? What do you feel is the most
important ingredient in being a good friend?
All staff had prepared activities that
promoted cooperation, team work, sharing,
helping each other and facilitated discussions
from ‘What is a good friend to how to deal
with peer pressure’.
Each class produced great work to create a
lovely display for our corridor so we can
remember all the skills we learnt on the day.
All classes shared their work by zoom link in the afternoon and we saw some great
art work. Students shared their experience from their bridge building. Some lovely
cookies were baked to share with friends and family.
Disney characters were used to show who are good friends and who are not. Some
lovely sorting of characteristics of friends and foes and some students explained
how they became friends.

At the end of the day each student had a sticker to mark the day. At Clarendon
School we strive to be good friends. That was very evident on the day and a big
thank you to all the staff and students for making it a memorable day for all.

With 2020 being a rather strange year, it was an absolute pleasure to still be
able to finish the year with at least one good thing, the ‘Jack Petchey’
Award.
Its been a very challenging time for everyone and all of our pupils have be
outstanding in their own way, however, Rachel, Jake and Luke have been
chosen by both their peers and staff to be awarded for their exceptional
behaviour, hard work and courage.
Rachel has started Year 11 with tremendous courage. She has
overcome health setbacks as well as the lockdown to shine as an
example of resilience and determination to us all. She is now
confident and happy to train staff in how to help her manage her
medical condition and has made a lot of members of Clarendon
staff extremely proud of her. She always tries her hardest with her
work no matter how she is feeling.

Jake has grown in confidence since he joined us just over a year ago.
He has found his own way to be quiet, kind and friendly to everyone.
He works very hard and has taken his move into KS4 seriously with
dedication and hard work.

Luke is viewed by students as an excellent role model. He has
been voted on to the student council by his class for a number of
years, he is able to speak up well for others, often bringing issues
forward to staff. He is a hard working student who expects high
standards from himself and is always willing to help others do the
same.

I’m sure you will all agree they are very deserving
winners !

This term year 8/9 W have done a tremendous job reading
"Outlaw - the true story of Robin Hood by Michael Murpurgo".
We have all enjoyed finding out more about the legend of
Robin Hood and how life was during medieval times.
Everyone took turns in reading the book out loud in class and
participated in class debates. Some of us wrote book
reviews and other created comic strips for snippets of the
story.

A book review by Stevilee.
Book Title: Outlaw the true story of Robin Hood by Michael Morpurgo
What is the book about?
The book is about the story of evil vs good. You might think that Robin Hood is
bad but in reality the new king is bad because he kills people and blames the
crime on Robin Hood who is the good doing character. .
Who are the main characters?
The main good characters are: Robin Hood, Little John, Marion and Friar Tuck .
The bad characters are: King John and The Sheriff of Nottingham
Where is the story set?
The story is set in the 1100s and is set in Sherwood Forest.

What did you like about this book?
I like the book because you would think that Robin Hood is bad but in reality he is
good and I like it because he is funny and strong and cool.
Who is your favourite character and why ?
Robin hood because he is funny and skilled at bow and arrow
and has got 100%accuracy
Rating : 5 stars

Merry Christmas from all the staff at
Clarendon Secondary Centre

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWKOZbheCzg
Despite the very restrictive times we’ve had recently, Miss O’Neill has waved her
socially distanced magic wand once again to create a fantastic music video full of
Christmas cheer with all of the staff at Clarendon. You can watch the video in full
on Youtube. Hopefully you’ll be singing and signing along too.
We would like to wish you all a wonderful Christmas and a very Happy New Year.
____________________________________________________________________
Due to the present situation that we all find ourselves in, we are very
aware that we have not been able to offer our Clarendon families any
coffee mornings, weekly groups or opportunities for you to meet each
other.
We would like to organise informal weekly zoom meetings on a Friday
afternoon. These meetings would allow you to meet and chat with other parents, to
share experiences, share advice and to ask questions. These meetings do not
have to be school related, they are being set up for you all to discuss anything.
If you would like to be part of these meetings, please email your interest to me
(dbenson@clarendon.richmond.sch.uk) and I will be in contact with further details.
May I take this opportunity to wish you and your family a safe and happy Christmas
holiday.
Denize Benson

A note from the Headteacher
Like many of you, I'm sure, I will not be sorry to see the
end of 2020! It has been an exceptionally challenging
year for everyone, not least in schools.

However, your children have responded amazingly to our "new
normal". They have coped with changing routines, being in "bubbles",
frequent hand-washing, wearing masks in the corridors and social
distancing between themselves and their staff teams. They have truly
done themselves proud, and I'm very grateful to everyone in the school
community who has done their part to keep themselves and others
safe.
Throughout all this change, they have also been working hard and
achieving well - it has been great to see so much of their hard work
being recognised in our (virtual) assemblies each week.
I really hope that everyone manages to have a safe, restful and Merry
Christmas, and that 2021 gradually brings us back to some sense of
normality.

John Kipps.

First day of term : Tuesday 5th January 2021

